
1-Upgrading to Firmware 46B
These instruction are very detailed and oriented towards those with less experience with
editing and upgrading a major Firmware change.  It may tickle the mind of those with
more experience.
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Caveats:
You should read and accept the caveats.

All of the PDFs are for your personal non commercial use.  This does not prevent you from
charging for services, but you may not charge for these PDFs.

Caveat 1:  This was using Windows 10 (1600 x 900 Display)  It was with a Mega 2560with
Ethernet W5500 compatible for Arduino Mega 2560 R3 Ethernet  connected to a Router with
Internet Access. Brucontrol Firmware was v45 and BruControl version 1.22 Beta.   S The color
scheme is based upon Office Black 2016.  If you choose a different theme, your colors will be
different.

Caveat 2:  These were written by a novice end user.  I thought that the documentation for a
“newbie” needed to be a little better.  They may be gross errors and this is not an “official”
BruControl document.  Use at your own risk.  If someone at BruControl (@Brundog) tells you
that anything in this document is wrong, then it likely is.

Caveat 3:   You know how to use a computer including web browsing, launching programs, files
and folders and so on or have a friend that is willing to help.  While these are very basic
instructions; they do assume some level of competence on your part (or your friend’s).

Caveat 4: This was written using a  RobotDyn - Mega ETH - Mega 2560 Ethernet W5500 .
Other Arduino platforms are similar but may have less ability and physical attributes.  Each
different type of Device will have its own limitations.  The Mega will require additional hardware
to use 10k NTC Probes (BCS Type) or RTD Probes.   In my case, I am going to use One Wire
DS18b20 Probes, some 10k NTC Probes, and RTD Probes.  I will have the TF-3 boards and the
SPI RTD board from Brucontrol.  The Device and associated hardware will affect how you setup
your device and use BruControl.  The good news is that you can add additional devices and
hardware quite easily.



Caveat 5:  You will always need to have access to your Arduino or other device via serial (USB)
to do firmware upgrades (November 2020).  That may change in the future, but I would still plan
to have the USB Port accessible.

WARNING: Nothing in here is to teach you
about electricity, plumbing, welding or scuba diving.  You should either hire a professional or
know what you are doing.

WARNING: NO load may be directly connected to an Arduino.  The Mega provides
a small control signal (a very small wattage voltage {redundant, I know}) when a Discrete Out is
asserted. Loads (Pumps, Motors, Compressors {Refrigeration}, Valves, Heating Elements and
anything else that takes electricity to work) should be hooked up through an appropriate Solid
State Relay (SSR), Proportional Controller or Relay Contact.  The Discrete Out is only rated at 5
+ vdc and 20ma!  There is an 800 ma limit on the Mega for all outputs.

There are UNI Boards (ESP 32 and Mega, and Grand Central Interfaces) that have
internal relays where you can hook up small DC devices directly.  The interfaces are available
from BruControl. BruControl Interfaces.

WARNING: Always disconnect Power to any Device before working on any wiring.
Be cautious of Static Electricity.  Ground yourself prior to handling any Arduinos or other boards.

WARNING: Always disconnect power to any Widget before testing  Device Elements
or testing a Script.  If a Device Element calls for “On” and the Widget is connected to the SSR
and properly wired, it will be powered.  You can ruin a Heating  Element or run while a Pump is
dry!

https://brucontrol.com/buy/interface-assemblies


WARNING: Do not stick either end of a screwdriver in your private parts.  The sharp
end may be more painful.

If you do not have common sense, disregard the warning about screwdrivers.  We do not need
you in the gene pool.

We wrote these because I found it very difficult to get ready answers that I could understand,  I
read the User Manual many times.  It went into great detail but lacked “how to” instructions.  I
documented as I built.  It is my way of learning something new.

BruControl assumed that you were familiar with Arduinos.  I was not.  I had never touched one.
That being said, I thought “How hard can that be?”.

.
First Things first.

It is important that before you upgrade to v46+ that you find all the pertinent information for all
your 100+ Port Analog Elements.

You can do it after you upgrade and change your configuration file, but I suggest you do it
before.

I have eight 10 K Thermistor Probes set up as Analog Elements.

You need to select each one of your 100+ Analog Elements and copy its attributes.

I used MS Paint for some screen shots and Notepad to copy some of the things like the name
so I could later paste into the new 55+ Analog Elements.

This is an example of my Port 101 Analog Element that is a 10 K Thermistor Probe.

This is my MLT Probe:
1. The first item is the name. It is very important that your new Port 55 has the same

attributes as the old 101 port.  You have wired the port to the probe and also have it
displayed on your workspace where you want it.  You are going to delete that Probe and
create a new probe at Port 55 ONCE you have converted to v46+.



How do you know what Old Port corresponds to the new ports:
You have to look at the interface wiring maps at www.brucontrol.com.
I have created a little cheat sheet:

Note that the Grand Central is different from the Mega.

Copy the name of the old 101 Element EXACTLY.  It is important that the name of the new Port
55 Analog Element is the same as the old Port 101 Analog Element.  If you change the name,
you will need to find all references in Scripts and change those to the new name.

I use copy and paste and move to a notepad file so I can transfer the name with no changes.

http://www.brucontrol.com


You also need to check if any of the other General attributes are non standard.
These are the standard default attributes when you create an Analog Element.  If yours are
different, note them:



2. Next Click on theCalibration tab:



a. Next click on the Themositor(Steinhart-Hart) .  It is already highlighted but make
sure by clicking on it.

b. Click Edit

You need to collect ALL this information,  Unfortunately you cannot copy and paste within this
dialog.  You can write it down or make a screenshot.   You will need this for the new Analog
Element.



c. You need to click on any other Calibrations.  If you have several, you need to
look at them all.  Besides which calculations you have, the order is important.  I
took a screenshot so I would know how to reconstruct the new Analog Element.

d. Edit as required. If you have a Lookup Table, that data needs to be saved with a
screen shot or written down.

e. The last thing you need to do on the Calibration tab is to check the other
attributes.



3. Click on the Appearance tab:



a. Note all the attributes.  The position and size are important to [place the Element
where it was.  You may need to play with the Z Order with the new Analog
Elements as the Z Order will have changed when you delete the old 100+ Analog
Elements.

b. Click the Value



c. Note all the Attributes.   Depending on the Display Type, you will have different
Attributes.

d. Click Background



e. Note the data.
4. Click the Interface Tab

Note the port number.  You will need to match the Old Port to the new Port;

If you had an Analog Element for Port 101, the new Analog Element needs to be Port 55 on a
Mega 2560  or Port 68 on a Grand Central to maintain your current wiring (Connected to Pin
A1).

As an example, the Brew Kettle Temperature Probe is wired to Pin A1.  That would have
required that the Port is 101.

When you upgrade, you need to use the new corresponding Port.



On a Mega 2560, that would be Port 55.  On a Grand Central, that would be Port 68.

If you do not:

VERY Important: If you do not use the Old Port  to correspond to the new Port, you will
need to change your physical wiring to match your new port.



Save all your notes, files and Screenshots.  You will need them when you create your new
Analog Elements once you upgraded to v46+ Firmware,

The next thing you need to do is edit the brucfg file.  It iis critical that you make a backup of that
file before you start any editing.

1. This assumes you are familiar with Windows and how to manipulate files.  You need to
know how to copy a file.  You need to know how to edit a file.  You need to know how to
replace a file.  If you have any doubt, get help.

2. Open File Explorer in Windows.



There are many ways to do this and part of basic Windows knowledge.  If you do not know how,
call a friend.

3. Navigate to the Documents/BruControl Folder.

4. Find your Configuration file.  It has the same name as in The BruControl App under the
Configurations settings.

a. Settings (Must be Unlocked to Open)
b. Configuration
c. My Configuration is OakBarnBrewery



d.
5. As you can see, we have several configuration files.  These were previous backups that

we had made for other reasons.

6. ShutDown and Diasable All. You must close down BruControl.



If you have any ongoing processes running, they will stop.  If in the middle of a
Fermentation for example, you will need to reset the process when you open BruControl.
I highly suggest that you have no processes running when doing the update.

7. Copy your configuration file.  In my case that is OakBarnBrewery.brucfg.  You need to
make a backup of the file.  If you do not know how, then you need a friend who does. I
make a backup copy of the file and rename it.  I use a letter to change the name.  In this
case, I am going to reuse the z.OakBarnBrewery.brucfg since I have not done anything
with that file since last February.  I will also copy this file to a thumb drive.

It is a good idea to make a copy at least once a month that is stored somewhere
other than your BruControl Computer.   A thumb drive or cloud are good options to do this.

In previous life I had an important file that we kept offsite.   Every month I made a new copy of
the file and we named them:

aMImportantFilename.xxx  First Time backed up.

bMImportantFilename.xxx  Second Time backed up.

aMImportantFilename.xxx  Third Time backed up.

That way, we had a good backup from at least a month ago at all times.  This was stored on the
Cloud.

I make a backup by renaming the backup with a Letter in front of the file name.  In this

8. Make your backup!   If you fail, you are dependent on the daily routine backup
that BruControl makes.

9. Edit your configuration file.  You can choose any text editor you want.  Notepad or
Notepad ++ are options, but there are many others.

10. Open the configuration file file in your favorite editor.  I use Notepad ++ to open my
OakBarnBrewery.brucfg file.  These are not detailed instructions on opening the file as
there are many different ways to do this depending on which editor you are using.



In MY case, this opens my OakBarnBrewery.brucfg in Notepad ++.





11. You need to find the tag <WiringMap>

12. Prepare to edit the file but be precise.  Do not add or delete spaces.  Do not
add lines or delete lines.   Do Not change anything except the internal part of the
<WiringMap> tag!

13. Depending on how you have previously set up your interface, you will have to edit it
differently:

a. If you were using a serial interface, the tag will read:

<WiringMap>Serial</WiringMap>

Change it to:

<WiringMap>FW_v46</WiringMap>



b. If you were using a Wi-Fil interface, the tag will read:

<WiringMap>Wi_Fi</WiringMap>

Change it to:

<WiringMap>Wi_Fi_FW_v46</WiringMap>

c. If you were using a Ethernet  interface, the tag will read:

<WiringMap>Default<WiringMap>

Change it to:

<WiringMap>Ethernet_FW_v46<WiringMap>

14. You will need to do this for each interface that you have that you want to
upgrade to the new schema.  I have four interfaces:

a. Mega 2560 Unishield  (Ethernet)
b. GrandCentral Unishield (Ethernet)
c. Mega 2560 (Ethernet)
d. ESP-32 (W-Fi)

In my case I had to find three instances of the <WiringMap> tags.
You do not need to do this for ESP-32s.

15. Save your .brucfg file.
16. Install the new v46+ firmware on all your interfaces using standard procedures for a

Firmware Upgrade.
17. If you are using Wi-Fi or Network TCP (Ethernet) for your Interface, you will need to redo

the Setup from the Firmware.  This is always required for new Firmware with a Grand
Central, but was also necessary for me with the two Mega~s when I upgraded to v46b.

18. Install the latest version of BruControl.  The v46 Firmware will work with BruControl
v1.1.0.22 (Build 22 / v1.2 RC, Updated 7/30/22 or later.   If you do not update
BruControl, you will not be able to add the new Analog Elements.

19. Go into the BruControl App and Replace any Analog Devices with ports 100 to 115 with
new Analog Ports 54- 74ndepending on your type of Interface.  You will need your notes
from above to reconstruct your Your Application.

20. Delete all of the old Port 100+ Analog Ports.
21. Reconstruct all you deleted old Analog Ports with new ones with the new Ports 55+.

You can use your notes and screenshots to your advantage now.



22. VERY Important:   You will need to open and update your new Analog Elements
to the Device Input of any PID or Hysteresis Elements that used any of the old 100+
Analog Elements.  Failure to update the PID or Hysteresis Elements will cause them
NOT able to be enabled.

23. My PDFs are always a WORK In Progress


